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Computational stylometry is to analyze a written text based on measurable style markers. The current major challenges in stylometric analysis are to be found in terms of scalability, which concerns mainly in authorship attribution applications as how to handle short texts in terms of identifying author; generalization, which investigates property transfer that happen among different text; and explanation, which focuses on support to increase understanding rather than maximizing performance.

To deal with these issues in the domain of Quran, the definitions of scalability, generalizations, and explanations issues are to reshape to be compatible with Quran area. Hence, we illustrate the problem within the domain of oaths and oath-like expressions in the Quran due to its indirect declaration in the context of its literary style as implicit oaths. Therefore, in this research, the scalability issue concerns on how far stylometric features are scalable to detect implicit oaths that can lead to the identification of the oath taker. Generalization issue concerns on measuring any style properties transfer between implicit and explicit oaths that emerge the difference in style characteristics of oath takers. Finally, explanation concerns whether stylometry is able to achieve better understating for the stylistics knowledge of oath compare to the linguistic studies.

Quranic oath is a swear from Quranic verses used to emphasize the importance or truthfulness of a concept that follows the oath in the verse. Oaths are multifaceted and rich expressions. Oath expressions in Quranic texts are with implicit and explicit forms. Explicit form of oath expression is based on existing of swearing verb while, implicit form is devoid from the swearing verb. This lead to several
interpretations that come from a variety of aspects. While the Quranic oath has been widely studied from theoretical base in Islamic Studies, it has not being treated from computational perspective. This research proposes a new computational stylometric model for oath and oath like expression detection for implicit and explicit oaths. The model is to detect explicit oaths as well as implicit oaths, inspect any common stylistics properties between the two forms and, has well explanation of the detected oath aspects.

This work proposes an oath-like expression detection algorithm (OLEDA) to develop a computational stylometric model for oaths based on stylometric application-specific features which are structural and content-specific features. The selection of such features is because they can be defined in certain text domains or languages. The aim of these features is to detect both forms of oaths, i.e implicit as well as explicit. Subsequently, the application-specific features are evaluated in terms of their activity towards oath detection through a series of machine learning experiments using various classifiers such as the Bayesian network.

To improve oath detection by OLEDA with scalable features in stylometry, character features are added, particularly character n-gram features, bigram and trigram. Such features are used to select any special characters that commence the oath statement to handle implicit oath in achieving scalability.

To differentiate the oath takers of the implicit and explicit oaths, we examine any common or uncommon properties transfer between them. For this, we performed additional stylometric analysis using syntactic and lexical features. Syntactic features enable us to extract a new feature based on the rewrite rule frequencies. This feature is used to split the oath statements into chunks, where each chunk will be assigned to its corresponding morphological meaning with reference to a standard syntactic Treebank. Next, is the lexical features bag, which include token-based features, short words features, word n-gram features, vocabulary richness functions, Hapax Legomena, Hapax Dislegomena, and frequent function words that discriminate oath-takers in achieving generalization.

Finally, in achieving better explanation on oaths, this research performed two-fold validation of the proposed stylometric model to oath and oath-like expressions. One, because oaths have not being studied from the computational perspective, the stylometric model is compared against an existing linguistic model of oaths. Two, various experimental results from the proposed model are compared against expert evaluation. The results showed that the proposed stylometric model of oaths has scalability in detecting implicit oaths, obtains dissimilar generalization levels in discriminating oath takers, and better adding in oath expressions explanation.
Abstrak tesis yang dikemukakan kepada Senat Universiti Putra Malaysia sebagai memenuhi keperluan untuk ijazah Doktor Falsafah
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Pengkomputan stailometrik adalah untuk menganalisis teks bertulis berdasarkan penanda gaya yang boleh diukur. Cabaran semasa yang utama di dalam analisis stailometrik adalah dari segi penskalaan yang dititikberatkan di dalam aplikasi pengiktirafan pengarang iaitu bagaimana untuk mengendalikan teks-teks yang pendek bagi mengenal pasti penulis; penyeluruhan yang menyiasat pemindahan ciri yang berlaku di antara teks yang berbeza; dan penjelasan yang memumpukan kepada sokongan bagi meningkatkan kefahaman berbanding dengan memaksimumkan prestasi.

Bagi menangani isu-isu ini dalam domain Al-Quran, definisi penskalaan, penyeluruhan, dan penjelasan adalah dibentuk agar bersesuaian dengan bidang Al-Quran. Oleh yang demikian, kami menggambarkan permasalahan di dalam bidang sumpah dan ungkapan sumpah di dalam Al-Quran kerana pengisytiharannya yang tidak langsung dalam dalam konteks gaya kesusasteraan sebagai sumpah yang tersirat. Oleh itu, di dalam penyelidikan ini, isu penskalaan menitikberatkan sejauh mana ciri-ciri stailometrik boleh diskalakan bagi mengesap sumpah tersirat yang membawa kepada pengenalpastian pembawa sumpah. Isu penyeluruhan pula menitikberatkan pengukuran pemindahan ciri-ciri gaya di antara sumpah tersirat dan tersurat yang akan membezakan ciri-ciri gaya pengambil sumpah. Akhir sekali, penjelasan menitikberatkan keupayaan stailometrik dalam memantau kefahaman yang lebih baik bagi pengetahuan gaya sumpah berbanding dengan pengajian linguistik.

Sumpah Al-Quran adalah sumpah daripada ayat-ayat Al-Quran yang digunakan untuk menekankan kepentingan atau kebenaran konsep menurut sumpah dalam sesuatu ayat. Sumpah adalah ungkapan yang kaya dengan kepelbagaian rupa.


Untuk memperbaiki pengesanan sumpah oleh OLEDA dengan ciri-ciri penskalaan dalam stallometi, ciri-ciri aksara telah ditambah, terutamanya ciri aksara n-gram, bigram dan trigram. Ciri-ciri tersebut digunakan untuk memilih sebarang aksara khas yang memulakan penyataan sumpah dalam mengendalikan sumpah yang tersirat dan seterusnya mencapai penskalaan.


Akhirnya, dalam mencapai penjelasan yang lebih baik berkenaan sumpah, kajian ini menjalankan dua segi pengesahan ke atas model stallometrik sumpah dan ungkapan sumpah yang dicadangkan. Pertama, oleh kerana sumpah tidak dikaji dari perspektif pengkomputan, model stallometrik ini akan dibandingkan dengan model linguistik sumpah yang sedia ada. Kedua, beberapa keputusan eksperimen yang terhasil daripada model yang dicadangkan akan dibandingkan dengan penilaian pakar. Keputusan yang didapati mempunyai bahawa model stallometrik
yang dicadangkan mempunyai keupayaan pengskalaan dalam mengesan sumpah tersirat, mencapai paras penyeluruhan dalam membezakan pembawa sumpah, serta penjelasan lebih baik dalam ungkapan-ungkapan sumpah.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Stylometry is defined as a line of research studying quantification of writing style (Sidorov et al., 2014). It is a collection of techniques that allow measurement of styles among authors by the identification of features of style markers which are obtained from textual measurements. Beside, it is also used as a technique to resolve the task of authorship attribution (Lopez-Escobedo et al., 2013). From authorship perspective, it is defined as the processes of examining the writing style of a text to reveal the identity of its author (Holmes, 1998; Stamatatos, 2009).

Stylometry was introduced to complement traditional literary experts work by providing an alternative means of investigating works of doubtful provenance and revealing the identity of works author (Holmes, 1998; Sancho, 2009). The development of stylometry was reflected by the choice of quantifiable features (Holmes, 1998) or style markers (Stamatatos, 2009). In general, stylometry starts with authorship attribution task, uses word length distribution as a feature to discriminate authors, and then more development occurred during the last decades by introducing and testing new features with new techniques.

Recent challenges in computational stylometry concerns on three aspects; scalability, cross-genre stylometry and generalization, and explanation (Daelemans, 2013). In computational stylometry, scalability is a fundamental problem because for a stylometric approach to be scalable, it should be able to handle very short texts. Scalability is defined as the ability to achieve consistent performance under various uncontrolled settings, such as variations in topic, genre, the number of candidate authors, and the amount of textual data available per author (Luyckx, 2010). Generalization is defined as the ability to detect properties travelling from one genre to the other or even within same genre, in distinguishing the author’s writing styles. Finally, explanation is defined as the ability to increase understanding among the people who evaluates the texts.

In this research, we intend to address the challenges (scalability, generalization, and explanation) within the domain of Quranic oath and oath-like expressions. To the best of our knowledge, oaths have not being studied from computational or stylometric perspective. The literature has shown that research on oaths in linguistic and Islamic studies are theoretical-based (i.e. Hassan (2003), Hashmi (2008), Issa (2009)) and do not provide any systematic computational methodology to evaluate the components in oath expressions.

The motivation of this research is to utilize stylometric concepts from computing perspective in order to contribute and resolve argumentative issues exist in liter-
ary studies such as the dispute opinion towards the value of oath objects used in the oath statements such as in (Hashmi, 2008). For example, one opinion claims that objects have some glory value, while others simply neglect similar value. In addition, the richness of oath expressions make it difficult for individual to recognize implicit (i.e one word) oaths while reading Quran, explore its undetected style characteristics, or identify its oath taker.

This research is hoped to be able to shed answers on inquiries such as on how to explore the deep stylistic properties of oath styles, how to identify the writing characteristics of oath takers in the Quran, how to identify an oath statement without the oath verb or noun or what is the relationship between the oath takers and the stylistic properties of the oath styles. We believe that only through stylometry that the essence of writing style for oaths in the Quranic text can be captured and quantified, which will lead to a successful investigation that satisfies such inquiries.

1.2 Problem Statement

Oath statement has different styles in Quran (Hassan, 2003). It could be implicit and short in the form of one word, or explicit in a complete sentence. With regard to the oath taker of the oath statement, the oath takers are God and human. In some cases, the oath statement is devoid from its main component that is the swearing verb, where it is difficult to detect such statement as well as difficult to recognize its taker. Therefore, the main concern of this research is how to detect implicit and explicit oaths, extract stylistics knowledge of Quranic oath styles, particularly the implicit one word oath and compare it with explicit oaths, and to identify oath styles potential oath takers that enhance explanation on oaths and increase our understanding. For this purpose, we use the recent challenging issues in stylometry and redefine them in our oath domain. These issues are, scalability, generalization, and explanation (Daelemans, 2013).

Scalability in stylometry is concerns on how to examine short texts compare to longer texts within authorship attribution applications in order to identify the author of the short texts (Luyckx, 2010). With regards to Quranic oath, oath takers are God or human. In addition, oath statements may exist in short statements as implicit one word or explicit statements as a complete sentence with all its components, which is easier to be detected. But in the case of implicit one word oath, it is only one single word, which makes it difficult to detect, especially with the absence of major oath statement component such as the swear verb *uqsim*. In this research, since we are are not dealing with authorship attribution and analysing different texts, but with different statements from one text, we mean by scalability is to find scalable features that can detect the implicit one word oath statement with the absence of oath statement components in order to identify the oath taker.

In addition, because the oaths under study are sourced from the Quranic verses, the unique characteristics of Arabic language are critical especially the length in
We believe that scalability limit should rise to achieve performance in handling more than a short text, but up to a single word. To achieve scalability in this research, the following inquiries must be solved: What are the best features to increase the detection of the approach towards one word oaths? Is it applicable for one standalone feature to accomplish the task or does it requires combination of robust features? Is it possible to use content-specific keywords without compromising scalability?

Generalization concerns on how stylometry handle the stylistic properties of individual or group of authors transfer from one genre to the other. Generalization is most concerned on investigating the relationship between style and content among the same or different genres for individual or group of authors (Daelemans, 2013). However, stylometric applications become more difficult within single textual genre such in authorship attribution (Kestemont et al., 2012). Generalization also explores style detection rather than topic detection. In this research, we mean by generalization, are there any stylistics properties transfer between implicit oath styles and explicit oath styles, and its relation to the oath takers.

In literature studies, the interest is to observe the oath topic rather than the oath style (Hassan, 2003; Hashmi, 2008). A successful stylometric model should be able to detect any stylistic property transfer between authors among same or different genre. In investigating oath styles, we will investigate different oath statement for the same oath taker as well as for different oath takers. The levels of generalization are important to attach each oath style to its taker (i.e. ‘Allah’ vs. narrative). To achieve generalization, the following research inquiries must be solved: Are there any travelling properties inside the same or different categories of oath styles? In low level generalization, does that lead to the same oath taker? Is there any relation between generalization and scalability that is consistent with identifying the oath takers?

Explanation concerns on how stylometry increase understanding in analyzing the text rather than maximizing performance of detection (Daelemans, 2013). There is a rare explanation of the stylometric results in previous research. In this research, we mean by explanation is to show how computational stylometry can observe details on oath not found in theoretical studies as well as to increase our understanding on oath multiplicity. In linguistic studies, the works on oath are mainly focusing on arguing the glory in oath objects (see Hashmi (2008) or studying the morphological analysis of the oath statements (see Issa (2009). The only study found that distinguish the oath takers in Quran is by Hassan (2003). Although this work distinguishes oaths based on the oath object used, still it does not tell us if there are any specific values of these oath objects or stylistic properties in the objects themselves. However, in linguistic studies, the gap still exist in ongoing discussion on oath object value whether it has a value or not (Hashmi, 2008).

We believe that computational stylometry would be able to fill such gap and quantify some values to answer and explain such queries.
planation, the following inquiries must be solved: Does the proposed stylometric model increase the understanding of the apparent and narrative oaths, and able to show the differences between the two oaths? Does it show the differences of style properties of oath takers? Does it satisfy the conditions of reliability, validity, and do not violate (break) the legitimate (authentic) oath structure?

1.3 Objectives of Research

The main objective of this research is to propose and develop a new computational stylometric model for oath and oath-like expressions that is capable of detecting implicit one word oaths that are devoid from main oath component as well as explicit oaths on the basis of proposing a stylometric scalable features that lead to the identification of the oath taker, to quantify any transfer of stylistics properties between implicit oaths and explicit oaths, and computationally attempt to explain argumentative issues on oath object value found in linguistic studies. To achieve this, the following tasks are to require:

- To detect implicit and explicit oaths by analyzing stylometric domain features such as application-specific features and, to improve oath detection by analyzing scalable stylometric features such as character n-gram features.

- To disclose any common or uncommon styles properties transfer between implicit oaths and explicit oaths by analyzing syntactic feature and lexical features that is able to disclose the diversity of oath styles properties.

- To achieve better understanding on oath by corresponding the proposed stylometric approach results to the foundation of the linguistic studies in terms of oath styles and oath takers.

1.4 Scope of Research

The interest of this research is to improve the understanding for oath statement in literary works based on stylistics knowledge extracted for each other taker. The works include original resources, but avoids stylistics description of oath styles in terms of oath takers. The works on oath are chosen from recognized Islamic books and articles for different Islamic scholars.

The dataset of Quran are sourced from the web found in social network sites in MS Access 2007. Because it is a religion book, the verification of the content to match the hard copy of Quran is done manually before any testing is made. The type of oaths investigated in this research in scoped to apparent oaths and two cases of narrative oaths. It is also limited to the analysis of oath and oath-like expressions that appear in the beginning of Quranic text. Narrative oath may be generalized to Arabic literature that may consist similar oath structures used by human. Stylometry features (e.g. structural and character n-grams) may be generalized to classical Arabic texts that consist similar oath structure such as classical poetry that starts with oath as in Jahili’s literature (pre-Islamic period).
Since there is no previous computational model to compare with, the comparison is with linguistic model. The attributes used in comparing with a linguistic model are chosen to evaluate the value of oath object such as token-based features, vocabulary features, and function words compare with descriptive values of oath components.

Implementation-wise, the language of choice for datasets is limited to Arabic for the reason of using original text. Meanwhile, all programs are written in Visual Basic 6.0 with MS Access database.

1.5 Research Methodology

The research methodology adopted for this research compromises of collecting the theory background on oath and oath-like expressions, proposing a new stylometric model to detect oath and oath-like expressions which are not detected by the human reading such as implicit oaths, to identify the oath taker of different oath styles, and to output a reliable explanation on oaths. Finally, we use model analysis approaches such as machine learning, statistical analysis, and expert evaluation techniques for validating the proposed stylometric model.

In literature review, we consider extensive literature base on two main areas: computational stylometry since the seminal work of Holmes (1992) and oaths in linguistic and Islamic studies such as Hassan (2003), Issa (2009), Hashmi (2008) as well as the adjacent areas, which include computational studies on Quranic texts such as Sharaf and Atwell (2011) and Sayoud (2012).

In stylometric analysis for the proposed model, we design four investigation levels. The first level uses application-specific features, which are structural and content-specific features. Its responsibility is to detect oath and oath-like expressions. The second level uses the syntactic feature of rewrite rule frequencies. Its responsibility is to assign oath statement components to its morphological meaning. The third level uses the character \( n \)-gram features; trigram and bigram. Its responsibility is to handle one-word oath statements to demonstrate scalability. The last level uses lexical features set, which include word \( n \)-gram, token-based features, vocabulary richness, and frequent function words. Its responsibility is to show the properties transfer among oath styles to show levels of generalization.

Finally, the proposed stylometric model is then validated in two manners; by comparing the stylometric model against existing linguistic model as well as via expert evaluation.

1.6 Contribution of the Research

Our main focus in this research is to address current challenging issues in computational stylometry within the domain of Quranic oaths in order to detect different oath styles particularly the implicit oaths and to discriminate their oath taker on a computational stylometric basis that evolve and reveal undetected stylistics
knowledge of oaths. The contributions would be in three-fold; scalability, generalization, and explanation of oaths and oath-like expressions. To achieve the three issues, this research introduces a new computational stylometric model based on a proposed oath and oath-like expression detection algorithm (OLEDA). The main contributions are summarized as follow:

- Enhanced OLEDA is achieving oath detection for implicit and explicit oaths based on combining scalable features with domain features.
- Computational stylometric functions such as vocabulary richness and function words are successfully differentiating oath takers in achieving generalization issue.
- The stylometric validation techniques via the selected questions by experts approved the better understanding in achieving explanation.

1.7 Organization of this Thesis

This thesis is organized in accordance to the standard structure of thesis dissertations for Universiti Putra Malaysia. The thesis is divided into six chapters.

Chapter 1 – Introduction. This chapter introduces the problems in stylometry, which are scalability, generalization, and explanation. These inherent problems in stylometry forms the problem statement and sets to solve the problems within the domain of oaths and oath-like expressions.

Chapter 2 – Review on Stylometry. This chapter reviews related studies in computational stylometry, and further in depth review on related stylometric works in language studies, Arabic language, and in particular, Quranic text. Most importantly, this chapter summarizes different stylometric features to be used in modeling the oaths.

Chapter 3 – Methodology. This chapter introduces the main methodology structure used in this research, starting from gathering the dataset until the final evaluation step. The backbone for this chapter is the linguistic model derived from previous theoretical studies, which is apparent oath in Quran, and the computational stylometry features and methods used in the previous Literary works, such as vocabulary richness functions, frequent function words, and analysis methods such as machine learning and statistical analysis approaches, as well as validation process performed on the model.

Chapter 4 – Stylometric Model for Oaths. This chapter introduces oaths from linguistic and Islamic studies. Then it presents the proposed stylometric model for oaths and oath-like expression.

Chapter 5 – Analysis and Validation. This chapter presents two parts of stylometric analysis, which is at application-specific level, as well as linguistic level
(e.g. syntactic, character, lexical). Following the analysis, this chapter compares the proposed stylometric model with existing linguistic model from the literature as well with expert evaluation.

Chapter 6 – Conclusion and Future Works. Finally, this chapter concludes the research with some recommendations for future development.
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